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Research Topics 
  sensing/observability/uncertainty 
  mechanics and modeling 
  motion planning 
  feedback control 
  understanding what tasks are solvable (e.g., accessibility, 

controllability) 
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Batting and Sliding 

3-DOF “VPOD” vibratory vertical plane manipulator 
with 3D high-speed vision 



Sliding Manipulation 

15 Hz vibration, 20x slow motion 
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accelerometers 

PPOD2:  flexure-based Stewart platform 

The 6-DOF PPOD 
(Programmable Parts-feeding Oscillatory Device) 

voice coil 
actuator 



The 6-DOF PPOD 
(Programmable Parts-feeding Oscillatory Device) 

asymptotic average velocity field 



The 6-DOF PPOD 
(Programmable Parts-feeding Oscillatory Device) 



Related Work 
horizontally-vibrating plate 

[Reznik, Canny 
Bohringer, Goldberg, et al.] 

arrays of vibrating plates, MEMS, airjets, wheels 
[Frei et al., Bohringer and Donald, Luntz et al.,  
Murphey and Burdick, Kavraki, Goldberg et al.] 

pizza manipulation 
[Higashimori, Utsumi, Kaneko] 

vibratory linear conveyors 
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Part Dynamics 

  direction of relative velocity between part and plate determines 
direction of friction force 

  vertical acceleration of plate determines normal force and 
therefore magnitude of friction force 

  by exploiting full 6-DOF motion, the direction and magnitude of the 
friction forces on a part can be made configuration-dependent 
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Given: 
1.  Periodic control signal (plate acceleration) 
2.  Part parameters (inertia, contact locations) 
3.  Friction parameters (friction coefficients) 

Part Dynamics 

Natural representation of simplified part dynamics: 

velocity field on part’s configuration space  
(not force field on plate surface) 

Simplified dynamics: 
1.  Sliding at all contacts 
2.  Fixed plate and part configurations 
3.  No Coriolis or centripetal effects 
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Asymptotic Behavior (Point Part) 
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Two velocity trajectories (red and blue) for 
the purple part shown at left, assuming its 

configuration does not change 



Asymptotic Velocity (Point Part) 

asymptotic velocity field for a point part 

Asymptotic velocity at configuration (x,y): 

where v’(t) is the limit cycle. 
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Asymptotic Velocity (Point Part) 

Theorem 
 Given: 

–  simplified dynamics 
–  plate oscillation of period T 

 The part asymptotically converges to a 
unique velocity limit cycle of period T 
on or inside the convex hull of the 
plate’s velocity. 

ffric = µN
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Asymptotics vs. Full Simulation 

LineSink
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  asymptotic velocity fields 
  velocity fields for rigid bodies 
  feasible velocity fields for point parts 



Asymptotic Velocity (Rigid Part) 
Two velocity trajectories for the purple 

part shown at left, assuming its 
configuration does not change 
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Fig. 3. Simulation data for a randomly generated plate motion and part. (a):
The part is given two different initial states (filled blue and red circles) at
the same configuration. Both initial states converge to the same limit cycle
trajectory (thick black curve). Unfilled circular markers are plotted along the
trajectories at intervals of T . The black circles on the side walls are projections
of the asymptotic twist (i.e., time-averaged value of the limit cycle). (b):
Vectors in the asymptotic twist field at approximately 125 configurations. The
vector circled in orange is associated with the limit cycle/asymptotic twist in
(a).

twist !a at qpart0 as the time-averaged value of x̃LC
part(t) over

one cycle of u(t):

!a(qpart0) =
1
T

! T

0
x̃LC

part(t)dt. (36)

The asymptotic twist is undefined at qpart0 if the part loses
contact during the cycle.

The asymptotic twist field corresponding to (",u(t)) is a
map from Qpart0 to the tangent bundle of SE(2), as defined
by (36). Fig. 3(b) shows a portion of the asymptotic twist
field for the same randomly generated part and control signal
discussed in Section IV-A. The asymptotic twist vector circled
in orange corresponds to the configuration associated with the
limit cycle shown in Fig. 3(a).

C. Asymptotic Twist Fields vs. Full Dynamic Simulations
Asymptotic twists are only defined for systems with re-

duced U -dynamics; however, after an initial transient, the

trajectory of qpart obtained from a full dynamic simulation is
closely approximated by an integral curve of the corresponding
asymptotic twist field. Figs. 1 and 4 correspond to the part

" = (0.0216, diag(1.084 ! 10!5, 0.123 ! 10!5, 1.20 ! 10!5),
[0.01,"0.03,"0.002]T , [0, 0.03,"0.002]T ,

["0.01,"0.03,"0.002]T , 0.3, 0.3, 0.3),

and the respective plate motions

u1(t) = [20 sin(!t), 0, 0, 0, 100 sin(!t + 3"/2), 0]T

u4(t) = [20 sin(!t), 10 sin(!t + "/2), 0,

100 sin(!t + 549"/512), 100 sin(!t + 805"/512), 0]T ,

where ! = 2"/T and T = 1/20 s (all units in " and ui(t)
are MKS). Each figure shows the part’s trajectory through
configuration space derived from a full dynamic simulation
overlaid on the corresponding reduced U -dynamics asymptotic
twist field computed at regularly spaced configurations.

D. Stable Configurations and Sensorless Manipulation
Asymptotic twist fields are particularly useful for sensorless

manipulation planning. Points in the field with zero asymptotic
twist correspond to fixed points in configuration space. Fields
with stable fixed points can be used to position and orient
parts without external vision sensors. For example, the field
in Fig. 1 has lines of stable fixed points at (0, sy, 0) and
(0, sy, "), and lines of unstable fixed points at (0, y, "/2)
and (0, y, 3"/2); the field in Fig. 4 has asymptotically stable
fixed points at (0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, "), and unstable fixed points
at (0, 0, "/2) and (0, 0, 3"/2). Thus, regardless of the part’s
initial configuration, both of these fields almost surely orient
the part to # = 0 or # = " as time evolves; the field in Fig. 4
also positions the part over the center of the plate, whereas the
field in Fig. 1 positions it somewhere over the plate’s y-axis.

E. Sticking
Our dynamic model assumes the part is perpetually sliding.

By analyzing simulations, we found that this is reasonable for
the part/plate motion combinations in which we are interested.
In particular, sticking is generally avoided as long as µki < 0.5
and the plate motion is sinusoidal such that the peak accelera-
tions of every point on the plate is at least 1-g in the horizontal
plane. Of the fields presented in this paper, only the one in
Fig. 6 has configurations in which sticking occurs during a
portion of the cycle. Since the acceleration in the horizontal
plane is zero at the center of the plate for this particular plate
motion (see u6(t) in Section V), it is not surprising that the
sticking configurations are the ones in which a contact point
is near the center of the plate.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental data was collected using a camera running
at 10 frames per second mounted directly above our 6-DoF
parallel manipulator. The plate surface was covered with glass.
The part was a rectangular aluminum block. Three 2 mm
diameter steel spheres were glued to one side of the part

va : SE(2)! R3

x
y
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Sensorless Positioning and Orienting 
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Sensorless Orienting and Transport 
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Asymptotics vs. Experimental Results 
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Fig. 5. Simultaneously transporting and orienting a part without sensors in experiment. (a): Reconstructed motion from camera data (4 seconds) for !
and u5(t) given in Section V. The thicker line denotes the path of the center of mass; the thinner lines denote the paths of the part’s contact points. (b):
Experimental data in (a) represented as a trajectory through configuration space (blue line) overlaid on the corresponding asymptotic twist field. (c)–(e):
Trajectory and field vectors in (b) projected onto sx-sy , sx-!, and sy-! planes. Black field vectors are plotted at configurations along the experimental
trajectory every 0.25 seconds. Gray field vectors are projections of the 343 spatially distributed vectors in (b). Zoom in for more detail.
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Fig. 6. Rotating a part in experiment. (a): Reconstructed motion from camera data (20 seconds) for ! and u6(t) given in Section V. The thicker line denotes
the path of the center of mass; the thinner lines denote the paths of the part’s contact points. (b): Experimental data in (a) represented as a trajectory through
configuration space (blue line) overlaid on the corresponding asymptotic twist field. (c)–(e): Trajectory and field vectors in (b) projected onto sx-sy , sx-!,
and sy-! planes. Black field vectors are plotted at configurations along the experimental trajectory every 1 second. Gray field vectors are projections of the
343 spatially distributed vectors in (b). Zoom in for more detail.

independent of x̃part (i.e., ṡ and !2). This is only true due
to the constraint that all the part’s mass is distributed in the
contact plane; in general, the normal force at each contact
depends on the direction of x̃part and is also coupled to q̈part.

B. Limit Surfaces
Since the normal forces are independent of x̃part, the part

dynamics at each instant can be described using a frictional
limit surface, as developed in [14], [15]. Limit surfaces provide
a geometric method of relating a part’s twist relative to the
plate to the frictional wrench the plate exerts on the part.1
The part’s limit surface is defined as the boundary of a set
in wrench space whose elements correspond to all frictional
wrenches that the part can exert on the plate. If the friction law
at each contact point is dissipative and obeys the maximum
work inequality [14] (such as Coulomb friction), then the limit

1Throughout the rest of the appendix we define a twist " = ["x, "y , "!]T !
R3 such that "x and "y are the linear x and y velocities, and "! is the angular
velocity multiplied by the part’s radius of gyration # =

!
Jzz/m. Similarly,

we define a wrench w = [wx, wy , w!]T ! R3 such that wx and wy are the
x and y forces, and w! is the torque divided by #. This allows twists to live
in a linear velocity space and wrenches to live in a force space.

surface is compact, convex, and encloses the origin of the
wrench space. If the relative twist between the part and the
plate is nonzero, then the frictional wrench the part exerts on
the plate corresponds to a point w on the limit surface. The
vector from w to the origin represents the frictional wrench
exerted on the part by the plate. The key property of the limit
surface, which arises from the maximum work inequality, is
that the relative twist vector is normal to the limit surface
at w (assuming there is a well-defined normal). These ideas
are illustrated in Fig. 7 for the simpler to visualize situation
in which there are no angular terms (e.g., the part is a point
mass and twists and wrenches are measured with respect to
the center of mass).

In general, a limit surface may have flat faces (where a
single twist direction maps to multiple wrenches) and vertices
(where a single wrench maps to multiple twists due to lack
of a well-defined normal vector). However, we have already
stated that at each instant during sliding the part has a unique
value of q̈part (and therefore exerts a unique wrench) for any
twist q̇part. Consequently, the frictional wrench will never lie
on a face during sliding. Additionally, limit surfaces of parts
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independent of x̃part (i.e., ṡ and !2). This is only true due
to the constraint that all the part’s mass is distributed in the
contact plane; in general, the normal force at each contact
depends on the direction of x̃part and is also coupled to q̈part.

B. Limit Surfaces
Since the normal forces are independent of x̃part, the part

dynamics at each instant can be described using a frictional
limit surface, as developed in [14], [15]. Limit surfaces provide
a geometric method of relating a part’s twist relative to the
plate to the frictional wrench the plate exerts on the part.1
The part’s limit surface is defined as the boundary of a set
in wrench space whose elements correspond to all frictional
wrenches that the part can exert on the plate. If the friction law
at each contact point is dissipative and obeys the maximum
work inequality [14] (such as Coulomb friction), then the limit

1Throughout the rest of the appendix we define a twist " = ["x, "y , "!]T !
R3 such that "x and "y are the linear x and y velocities, and "! is the angular
velocity multiplied by the part’s radius of gyration # =

!
Jzz/m. Similarly,

we define a wrench w = [wx, wy , w!]T ! R3 such that wx and wy are the
x and y forces, and w! is the torque divided by #. This allows twists to live
in a linear velocity space and wrenches to live in a force space.

surface is compact, convex, and encloses the origin of the
wrench space. If the relative twist between the part and the
plate is nonzero, then the frictional wrench the part exerts on
the plate corresponds to a point w on the limit surface. The
vector from w to the origin represents the frictional wrench
exerted on the part by the plate. The key property of the limit
surface, which arises from the maximum work inequality, is
that the relative twist vector is normal to the limit surface
at w (assuming there is a well-defined normal). These ideas
are illustrated in Fig. 7 for the simpler to visualize situation
in which there are no angular terms (e.g., the part is a point
mass and twists and wrenches are measured with respect to
the center of mass).

In general, a limit surface may have flat faces (where a
single twist direction maps to multiple wrenches) and vertices
(where a single wrench maps to multiple twists due to lack
of a well-defined normal vector). However, we have already
stated that at each instant during sliding the part has a unique
value of q̈part (and therefore exerts a unique wrench) for any
twist q̇part. Consequently, the frictional wrench will never lie
on a face during sliding. Additionally, limit surfaces of parts
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Basis Fields 
(1 in-plane acceleration + 1 out-of-plane acceleration at the same frequency) 

ShearLine Source/Line Sink
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Dynamics Are Nonlinear 

design by nonlinear optimization, 
initial guess from linear superposition of “basis” fields 



• single vibration frequency 
• six amplitudes 
• five phases 

11 control inputs  
fields that are constant,  
linear, and quadratic as a 
function of position 
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• single vibration frequency 
• six amplitudes 
• five phases 

11 control inputs  
fields that are constant,  
linear, and quadratic as a 
function of position 

! 

Asin(2"ft + #)

harmonics create fields beyond constant, linear, and quadratic 



Extensions 

  controlling friction 

  part interaction, assembly 

Colgate, Peshkin, et al. 
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glass haptic display 
(e.g., iPhone) 
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world’s worst peg-in-hole 



Extensions 

  optimal driving 

  controlling friction 

  part interaction, assembly 

Umbanhowar, Swinney, et al. 


